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The Brief

The Solution

FG Library & Learning’s experience was called upon
to design a brand new library situated within a
new extension at Morna International College, Ibiza
a member of the National Association of British
Schools in Spain (NABSS).

After initial discussions were held and designs were
proposed, a member of the FGLL team went out to
Morna International College in Ibiza to finalise the
design, carry out a finishes workshop and an in-depth
site survey.

The brief called for a bright and modern design
incorporating spaces for quiet reading as well as
study areas for both individual and group use.

The solution included a mix of easy to move free
standing furniture and the modern and flexible
Landscape shelving allowing for the reconfiguration
of the library space to suit required meeting or
conference layouts.

The need for flexible or mobile furniture was a key
priority as the library is often used for various events
and meetings requiring different room layouts.
FGLL were also asked to supply bespoke fitted
perimeter IT benching to a new IT suite that was
located adjacent to the library.

“We were very happy with the service
provided from initial enquiry through to
installation by FG Library & Learning.
We are really pleased with our new
library and IT suite” – Julie Anne
Harwood, Business Manager’

For the IT suite, the final design included acrylic
privacy dividers and integrated cable management.
Once all details were confirmed, FGLL manufactured
the furniture in England and expertly prepared all
items ready to be exported to Ibiza.
When all the components safely arrived in the
Balearics, a team of FGLL fitters were dispatched
to off load and install the furniture, completing a
fantastic project which has left everyone excited for
the new school term ahead.

For this project FG Library & Learning teamed up with one of the UK’s leading educational
supply consolidators, VPJ Solutions to provide a turn key package for the customer.
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